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Abstract

An important problem in terrain analysis is modeling how water flows
across a terrain and creates floods by filling up depressions. The accuracy
of such modeling depends critically on the precision of the terrain data,
and available high-resolution terrain models of even fairly small geographic
regions often exceed the size of a computer’s main memory. In such cases
movement of data between main memory and external memory (such as
disk) is often the bottleneck in the computation. Thus it is important
to develop I/O-efficient modeling algorithms, that is, algorithms that
minimize the movement of blocks of data between main memory and disk.

In this paper we develop I/O-efficient algorithms for the problem
of computing the areas of a terrain that are flooded in a given flash
flood event due to water collecting in depressions. Previous work only
considered events where rain falls at a constant uniform rate on the entire
terrain. In reality, local extreme flash floods can affect downstream areas
that do not receive heavy rainfall directly, so it is important to model such
non-uniform events. Our main algorithm uses O(Sort(N) + Scan(H ·X))
I/Os, where N is the size of the terrain, Sort(N) and Scan(N) are the
number of I/Os required to sort and read N elements in the standard
two-level I/O-model, respectively, X is the number of sinks in the terrain
and H the height of the so-called merge-tree, which is a hierarchical
representation of the depressions of the terrain. Under practically realistic
assumptions about the main memory size compared to X and H, we also
develop O(Sort(N)) I/O-algorithms. One of these algorithms can handle
an event in optimal O(Scan(N)) I/Os after using O(Sort(N)) I/Os on
preprocessing the terrain. We have implemented our algorithms and show
that they work very well in practice.
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1 Introduction

An important problem in terrain analysis is modeling how water flows across a
terrain and creates floods by filling up depressions. When it rains, the rate at
which a depression fills up depends on its volume and the size of its watershed
(the area of the terrain contributing water to the depression). However, it also
depends on other depressions filling up. Water that falls on the watershed of
a full depression will flow to a neighboring depression, effectively making its
watershed larger and thus making it fill up faster. Modeling how depressions
fill and spill into other depressions during a flash flood event is therefore an
important problem. The accuracy of such modeling obviously depends on the
precision of the terrain data, and available high-resolution terrain models of
even fairly small geographic regions often exceed the size of a computer’s main
memory. Unfortunately, since current GIS algorithms are often only designed
to handle datasets that fit in main memory, they often cannot handle data
sets of this size efficiently and therefore need to work with models of lower
resolutions. This sacrifices accuracy because lower-resolution models do not
capture all terrain features. To process data sets beyond the size of main
memory efficiently, it is necessary to develop I/O-efficient algorithms, that
is, algorithms that minimize the movement of blocks of data between main
memory and disk, since a disk access is orders of magnitude slower than an
internal-memory computation step and therefore often the bottleneck when
processing large data.

In this paper we consider the problem of computing the areas of a terrain that
are flooded in a given flash flood event due to water collecting in depressions. We
propose an I/O-efficient algorithm that solves the problem under the assumption
that the amount of rain in the event is great enough that we may disregard the
effect of evaporation and of soil absorbing rain water, and only consider water
flowing on the terrain. Previous work also made this assumption, but also only
considered uniform flash flood events where rain falls at a constant rate on the
entire terrain. In reality, local extreme flash floods can affect downstream areas
that do not receive heavy rainfall directly, so it is important to model such
non-uniform events. A significant part of our algorithm consists of preprocessing
the terrain independently of the flash flood event, and thus it is possible to reuse
a significant part of the computation when a new event needs to be handled,
for instance when a new forecast is released by a meteorological institute. We
have implemented our algorithm and show that it works very well in practice.

1.1 Preliminaries

In this section we introduce the I/O-model of computation, in which we analyze
our algorithms. Furthermore, we define several topological properties of terrains
that will be the objects of study in our algorithm.

1.1.1 I/O-Model

We use the I/O-model with one (logical) disk [2] to design and analyze our
algorithm. In this model, the computer is equipped with a two-level memory
hierarchy consisting of an internal memory and a (disk-based) external memory.
The internal memory is capable of holding M data items, while the external



memory is of conceptually unlimited size. All computation has to happen on
data in internal memory. Data is transferred between internal and external
memory in blocks of B consecutive data items. Such a transfer is referred to
as an I/O-operation or I/O. The cost of an algorithm is the number of I/Os it
performs.

1.1.2 Terrains

A terrain is a function R2 → R mapping coordinates to heights. A terrain
is typically represented using a digital elevation model (DEM), either as a
triangulation of a set of N vertices in the plane (a TIN ) or as a two-dimensional
array with N cells (a grid), with each vertex or cell u containing a height h(u).
Since a grid can be triangulated into a TIN, algorithms for TIN representations
can be trivially adapted to grid representations, but the converse is not true.
However, GIS applications typically implement algorithms for grids directly,
as grids are easier to process efficiently in practice. Throughout this paper we
consider terrains represented as a grid stored in an array in row-major order.
For simplicity, in the following we assume that all cell heights are distinct.
When describing our practical implementations we will describe how to remove
this assumption.

To model water flow on a grid terrain we assign each cell u a flow direction
that indicates to which one of its 8 neighbors water will flow. The flow direction
of u is the lowest neighbor v of u where h(v) < h(u). A cell u is called a sink if
it does not have a flow direction, i.e. does not have a downslope neighbor. Each
sink u defines a unique watershed, consisting of all cells v where u is reached
when following flow directions from v until reaching a sink. Note that each
cell belongs to exactly one watershed. There is a natural cyclic order of the 8
neighbor cells of a non-sink cell u and each such cell is either an upslope or
downslope neighbor. If we consider the neighbors in cyclic order, they form
(maximal) sets of adjacent cells that are either upslope or downslope. If the
number of such sets is at least 2 (and at most 4) we say that u is a saddle cell.
For simplicity, we assume that the number of sets is exactly 2 for all saddle
cells.

A depression β defined by a cell u is defined as a maximal connected
component of cells below u and connected to u. A depression β of u has a
volume Vβ =

∑
v∈β ∆(h(u) − h(v)), where ∆ is the area of a cell in the grid.

A depression β1 is maximal if every depression β2 ⊃ β1 contains strictly more
sinks than β1. A maximal depression that contains exactly one sink is called
an elementary depression. Refer to Figure 1(a)-(b). Note that each maximal
depression is defined by a saddle.

The maximal depressions of a terrain form a hierarchy that is easily rep-
resented using a rooted tree, called the merge tree [11, 12]. The leaves of the
merge tree are the elementary depressions, and a maximal depression β1 is the
parent of a maximal depression β2 if and only if β2 ⊂ β1 and there exists no
maximal depression β3 such that β2 ⊂ β3 ⊂ β1. Refer to Figure 1(c). For every
maximal depression β, the children of β in the merge tree meet in a saddle cell v
of the terrain, and since we have assumed that v has exactly two sets of adjacent
downslope neighbor cells, β has two children, meaning that the merge tree is
binary. The lowest neighbor in each set of adjacent cells defines two directions,
of which one is the flow direction of v; the other is the so-called secondary flow
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Figure 1: An example terrain with maximal depressions β1-β7, where β1-β4 are
elementary. Sinks are marked with a square and saddles are marked with a
cross. (a) Terrain seen from above. (b) Terrain seen from the side, showing a
non-maximal depression defined by cell v1 inside β1, the elementary depression
β2 defined by v2, the maximal depression β6 defined by v3, and the watershed
corresponding to sink v4 marked with a dotted line. (c) Merge tree corresponding
to the terrain, showing how the maximal depressions nest within each other.

direction. When following flow directions from the secondary flow direction of
v, we reach a sink u that defines the so-called secondary watershed of v. The
merge tree node for β stores the sinks defining the watershed and secondary
watershed of the saddle cell v (if β is not a leaf). We say that β has a partial
volume, which is the difference between Vβ and the volumes of its children in
the merge tree; thus the partial volume of an elementary depression is simply its
volume. The merge tree node for β also stores the volume and partial volume
of β.

1.2 Previous Work

Previously, a large number of results on I/O-efficient algorithms have been
obtained. The number of I/Os required to read N items from disk is Scan(N) =



O(N/B), while Agarwal and Vitter [2] proved that the number of I/Os required
to sort N items is Θ(Sort(N)) = Θ((N/B) logM/B(N/B)) [2]. Note that for all
realistic values of N , M , and B, we have Scan(N) < Sort(N)� N .

Arge et al. [4] described an O(Sort(N)) I/O-algorithm for computing the
watersheds of a grid terrain, that is, for computing a watershed grid that maps
each cell v to the sink u that defines the watershed that v belongs to. The
merge tree of a grid terrain can also be computed in O(Sort(N)) I/Os using an
algorithm by Agarwal et al. [1]. This solution uses an algorithm for batched
union-find that can process a sequence of N Union and Find operations in
O(Sort(N)) I/Os, assuming the entire sequence of operations is provided in
advance. Arge and Revsbæk [5] extended this result to compute different
geometric measures such as volume and area for each maximal depression, just
like the result can be extended to compute a depression volume grid containing
the volume of the depression(s) defined by each cell [6]. Note that for a saddle
cell u this volume is the sum of the volumes of the two maximal depressions
defined by u.

I/O-efficient algorithms for modeling how water flows across a terrain have
been studied extensively. The simplest such model is to compute the flow
accumulation of each cell in a grid terrain. To compute flow accumulation,
one assumes that every cell initially has one unit of water and that the flow
(initial as well as incoming) is distributed according to the flow directions. The
flow accumulation is then the total amount of flow through each cell. Note
that this corresponds to the number of cells upstream for each cell, and the
river network of a terrain is often extracted as the cells with flow accumulation
above a certain threshold. Arge et al. [7] described an O(Sort(N)) I/O flow
accumulation algorithm. Conceptually, the algorithm sweeps the terrain top-
down with a horizontal plane, propagating the flow of a cell along its flow
direction to a neighbor cell. Since the sweep plane touches the cells in the
terrain in topological order of the flow directions, we are sure that when a cell is
processed, the cells that flow into it have already been processed. The algorithm
is based on the time-forward processing technique [3, 9], where flow from a cell
is sent forward in time to a neighbor cell using an I/O-efficient priority queue.
The time-forward processing technique is a powerful framework for designing
I/O-efficient algorithms; for example, Chiang et al. [9] also used time-forward
processing to compute the depth-first (DFS) numbering of an N -vertex tree in
O(Sort(N)) I/Os.

When modeling water flow by computing flow accumulation, it is assumed
that once water flows into a small depression of the terrain it never flows
out. In other words, depressions do not fill up and spill into other depressions.
Therefore, to avoid water getting caught in small local depressions, most flow
modeling approaches first remove all depressions by flooding the terrain before
computing flow accumulation, that is, they conceptually pour water onto the
terrain until all depressions are filled [4, 13, 15]. However, this often leads
to unrealistic flow networks, since many important geographical features are
removed. Therefore, several methods based on partial flooding algorithms that
use the merge tree to flood only “small” depressions (based on height, volume
or area) have been proposed [1, 5, 8].

Partial flooding methods provide a basis only for approximate solutions to
flow modeling, as the underlying assumption is that all “small” depressions are
flooded at a certain time, while all “big” depressions are not. To model the flow



network at time t accurately, it is necessary to compute the times at which the
depressions of the terrain fill and remove the depressions that are full at time t.
This is much harder than partial flooding, since the computation of the actual
fill time of a depression β depends on the fill times of other depressions that
spill into β, while partial flooding is based on local measures associated with
each depression. Liu and Snoeyink [14] proposed an internal memory algorithm
that computes the fill times of all maximal depressions during uniform rain in
O(N logN) time based on simulating how depressions fill up one at a time using
a priority queue and a union-find structure. Designing a similar I/O-efficient
algorithm seems difficult since no I/O-efficient online union-find structure is
known. Nevertheless, Arge et al. [6] described an I/O-efficient algorithm for the
problem. Their algorithm uses the I/O-efficient algorithm for batched union-find
[1] and the internal memory algorithm as a recursive base case, and computes
the fill times of all maximal depressions in O(Sort(X) log(X/M)) I/Os, where
X is the number of sinks, that is, leaves of the merge tree. It remains an
open problem if the fill times can be computed in O(Sort(X)) I/Os. Given
the fill times of maximal depressions, they showed how to compute for each
cell of the terrain the time at which it is flooded in O(Sort(N)) I/Os, or more
precisely how much uniform rain has to fall before any given cell is flooded. The
algorithm by Arge et al. [6] is quite complicated and not amenable to practical
implementation. However, it can be seen that if X = O(M), the algorithm can
be simplified such that it only requires O(Sort(N)) I/Os and can actually be
implemented.

1.3 Our Results

In this paper we advance the study of realistic modeling of water flow across
a massive terrain by considering given flash flood events rather than only
uniform events. More precisely, we develop an I/O-efficient algorithm that
given a grid terrain and a flash flood event grid where each cell contains a rain
amount, computes what cells are flooded when flow is simulated as in the Liu
and Snoeyink [14] and Arge et al. [6] methods. The algorithm described in
Section 2 uses O(Sort(N) + Scan(H ·X)) I/Os, where H is the height of the
merge tree and X the number of sinks, that is, the number of leaves in the
merge tree. Unlike the algorithm of Arge et al. [6], our algorithm is simple
enough to be implemented. As the algorithm of Arge et al. [6], it uses the
merge tree to avoid actually simulating how depressions fill up one at a time.
However, it avoids the complicated use of a recursive algorithm, and instead
only performs two controlled sweeps over the merge tree. First in an up sweep
from the leaves (elementary depressions) towards the root it considers for each
maximal depression u only the rain in the watersheds of sinks in u (in elementary
depressions corresponding to leaves below u in the merge tree). Then in a down
sweep water from full depressions outside each maximal depression u is taken
into account.

While we in the worst case can have that H = Θ(X) such that our algorithm
uses O(Sort(N) + Scan(X2)) I/Os, H is usually much smaller than X, that is,
the merge tree is usually quite balanced. Similarly, the number of sinks X is
usually much smaller than N . For example, the publicly available detailed DEM
of Denmark [10] (where each grid cell represents 1.6 by 1.6 meter) contains



approximately 16 billion cells, whereas the number of sinks X (after filling all
depressions with volume less than 1 m3, which is customary when modeling
flow) is only approximately 25 million and the height of the merge tree H is
only 26 thousand. Thus in practice our algorithm uses O(Sort(N)) I/Os.

The relatively small values of X and H for even a massive detailed DEM
such as the one for Denmark motivated us to consider simplified versions of our
algorithm under assumptions on the sizeM of the main memory. More precisely,
in Section 2 we also describe how to modify our algorithm such that it uses
O(Sort(N)) I/Os provided H < M . If we furthermore can fit a constant number
of grid rows in main memory, which is certainly realistic for the Denmark DEM
and an assumption often made in I/O-efficient terrain algorithms, we can modify
the algorithm such that the result for a given flash flood event can be computed
in O(Scan(N) + Sort(X)) I/Os after using O(Sort(N)) I/Os on preprocessing
the terrain grid (without using a specific flash flood event grid). Finally, if we
assume that X < M then the algorithm can be modified to handle an event in
only O(Scan(N)) I/Os after the O(Sort(N)) I/O preprocessing. The modified
algorithms are all relatively simple and therefore easy to implement and likely to
perform well in practice. On the other hand, the uniform rain algorithm of Arge
et al. [6] is only amenable to implementation under the X < M assumption.

We have implemented and experimented with our algorithm as well as the
algorithm of Arge et al. [6] with the assumption that X < M . We have also
implemented our algorithm with only the assumptions that H < M and a
constant number of grid rows fit in memory. Our experiments show that we
can handle each flash flood event on the detailed DEM of Denmark in 1 hour
18 minutes on average on a desktop workstation of current standards. Thus it
is quite practical to use our algorithm in near-term flood risk assessment, for
instance when a meteorological institute publishes a forecast of an imminent
flash flood event.

2 Our Algorithm

In this section we describe our algorithm, which given a grid terrain and a flash
flood event grid, produces a flood mask grid where cells flooded after the event
are marked.

Our algorithm performs a number of preprocessing steps on the terrain
before considering an event. This preprocessing only needs to be done once
for a given terrain. More precisely, we compute the watershed grid, merge
tree and depression volume grid of the terrain using O(Sort(N)) I/Os [1, 4, 6].
Furthermore, we label and layout the merge tree in depth-first (DFS) order,
and relabel the watershed grid so that each cell u contains the DFS label of the
sink defining the watershed containing u, that is, we relabel all cells and nodes
with the DFS ordering of the merge tree. This can also be done in O(Sort(N))
I/Os [9].

After the preprocessing, our algorithm processes a flash flood event in three
steps described in the three sections below.

In Section 2.1, we describe the first step where we compute a list of watershed
rain volumes sorted by watershed DFS labels. The flash flood event grid assigns
a volume of rain to each cell of the terrain, and in step one we sum the volume
of rain in the cells of each watershed in order to compute the amount of rain



that falls into a particular watershed. This computation requires O(Sort(N))
I/Os in general, or O(Scan(N) + Sort(X)) if we can fit a constant number of
grid rows in memory, or O(Scan(N)) if X < M .

In Section 2.2, we describe the main step of the algorithm where we compute
for each leaf in the merge tree (elementary depression) the volume of water in
its topmost so-called non-full ancestor (maximal depression) in the merge tree
after the flash flood event. We say that a maximal depression u is full if the
water level is above the saddle defining the depression, and partially full if the
children of u are full, that is, if the water level is above the saddle defining the
two children of u (and thus somewhere inside the depression). Otherwise, we
say that u is empty, meaning the water level is below the saddle defining the
two children of u. Refer to Figure 2. Note that a non-empty leaf in the merge
tree, that is, an elementary depression, can only have one topmost non-empty
ancestor. The volume of water in this ancestor corresponds to the volume of
water one can swim in starting from the sink cell of u after the flash flood
event has flooded the terrain. If we know this volume V , then a cell v in the
watershed of u is flooded in the flash flood event if and only if the depression
volume of v is less than V . We show how to compute for each leaf (elementary
depression) the volume of water in its topmost non-empty ancestor in step two
in O(Scan(H ·X)) I/Os in general and in O(Scan(X)) I/Os if H < M . While
this is the most complicated part of our algorithm, it is not the bottleneck in
terms of I/Os.

Finally in Section 2.3, we describe the last step where we compute the flood
mask grid using the volume of water in each elementary depression computed in
step two, along with the watershed grid and depression volume grid. This step
requires the same number of I/Os as the first step (under the same assumptions).

Theorem 1. Given an N-cell grid terrain, where the number of sinks is X and
the height of the merge tree is H, along with a flash flood event grid, the cells
that are flooded after the event can be computed in

• O(Sort(N) + Scan(H ·X)) I/Os with no assumptions;

• O(Sort(N)) I/Os if H < M ;

• O(Scan(N) + Sort(X)) I/Os if H < M and a constant number of grid
rows fit in main memory;

• O(Scan(N)) I/Os if X < M

after using O(Sort(N)) I/Os on preprocessing the terrain grid.

empty

partially full

full
full

full

Figure 2: Full, partially full and empty depressions



2.1 Watershed Rain Volumes

From the flash flood event grid and the watershed grid, we wish to compute
a list of watershed rain volumes sorted by DFS label. We have three different
approaches depending on the relative sizes of M , X and the size of a grid row.

With no assumptions onM , X and the grid row size, the list can be computed
by simultaneously scanning the flash flood event grid and the watershed grid
to produce N pairs (w, Vv) indicating that a cell v in the watershed with DFS
label w receives a rain volume of Vv. This list of pairs is then sorted by w
and scanned to compute the list with a volume sum for each watershed in
O(Sort(N)) I/Os.

If we can fit a constant number of grid rows in main memory we can avoid
sorting the N pairs by exploiting the fact that the watersheds in the watershed
grid are connected. We maintain the invariant that after processing row i of the
grid, the sum of rain seen for each distinct watershed present in row i is stored
in main memory. Then if a watershed is present in row i but not in row i+1, we
know that we have seen all cells of that particular watershed (since watersheds
are connected). At this point, we therefore output a pair (w, Vw) indicating
that the sum of rain volume in cells of the watershed with DFS label w is Vw.
The number of distinct watersheds in row i is bounded by the number of cells
in row i, which we assumed we could fit in internal memory. After processing
the grid, we have a list of X (w, Vw) pairs in external memory, which we sort
to produce the output in O(Scan(N) + Sort(X)) I/Os.

If X < M we can avoid sorting the pairs by watershed entirely, since we
may instead maintain all X watershed volumes in internal memory. Thus we
produce the list of volumes in only O(Scan(N)) I/Os.

2.2 Elementary Depression Water Volumes

After having computed the list of watershed rain volumes, in this section we
describe how to compute for each leaf in the merge tree (elementary depression)
the volume of water in its topmost non-empty ancestor. To do so, we perform
an up sweep and a down sweep of the merge tree in DFS order.

In the up sweep from the leaves (elementary depressions) towards the root,
we compute for each non-leaf node (maximal depression) the excess volumes
of its two children, that is, for each child u the difference between the sum of
the watershed rain volumes of the sinks in u and the volume of u. The excess
volume is positive if the watersheds of the sinks in u have received more water
than the depression volume of u (that is, if u is full), and it is negative if u has
capacity for more water. Note that this corresponds to considering for each
maximal depression u only the water in the depressions inside u, and not the
water that spills into u from other full depressions. In the down sweep, we then
finish the computation and compute for each elementary depression the volume
of water in its topmost non-empty ancestor in the merge tree. Thus in the
down sweep we consider water that spills into maximal depressions u from full
depressions outside u.



2.2.1 Up sweep

To perform the up sweep and output for each non-leaf node the excess volumes
of its two children, we simultaneously scan the merge tree and the watershed
volumes in depth-first order. We pass the excess volume of a merge tree node
(maximal depression) to its parent on a stack, while maintaining the following
invariant: For each processed maximal depression u that is not an elementary
depression (leaf), the output contains the excess volumes of the children of u in
DFS order; for each processed maximal depression u for which the parent of u
has not been processed, the excess volume of u is on the stack in DFS order.

Initially, the invariant is maintained, since we have not yet processed any
maximal depressions. When processing a maximal depression u, there are two
cases. If u is an elementary depression (leaf), then it corresponds to a sink
with a watershed volume that is available in the watershed rain volume list.
Thus we compute the excess volume of u simply by subtracting the depression
volume of u (obtained from the merge tree) from the rain volume, and push
this volume on the stack. If u is not an elementary depression, then it follows
from the invariant that the excess volume of the two children of u are the two
elements on top of the stack. Thus we pop these elements, write the excess
volumes of the children of u to the output, and compute the excess volume of u
by subtracting the partial volume of u (obtained from the merge tree) from the
two child excess volumes. Finally, we push the excess volume on the stack. It is
easy to verify that in both cases the invariant is maintained.

When we have processed the entire merge tree, it follows from the last part
of the invariant that the stack contains a single entry with the excess volume of
the root. We simply pop and discard this volume. It follows from the first part
of the invariant that we correctly output the child volumes in DFS-order.

The up sweep uses O(Scan(X)) I/Os since we only scan the merge tree and
the watershed rain volumes once, and perform O(X) stack operations using
O(1/B) I/Os amortized each.

2.2.2 Down sweep

To perform the down sweep and output for each elementary depression (leaf) u
the volume of rain water in the topmost non-empty ancestor of u in the merge
tree, we simultaneously scan the merge tree and the output of the up sweep
in reverse (DFS) order, while maintaining a stack and the following invariant:
For each leaf (elementary depression) u for which the parent of u has been
processed, the output contains the volume of the topmost non-empty ancestor
of u; for each unprocessed internal node (maximal depression) u for which the
parent of u has been processed, the stack contains one or more elements for u
in reverse DFS order: If u is full (after the flood event), the stack contains one
element for u with the volume of its topmost non-empty ancestor; if u is not
full, the stack contains a list of spill events (λ, Vλ) for u, where λ is a sink under
u and Vλ is a positive volume. An event (λ, Vλ) indicates that a full maximal
depression outside of u (further up in the merge tree) spills water of volume
Vλ into the watershed of λ during the flood event, and the stack contains an
element for all such full maximal depressions. Refer to Figure 3.

Initially, the invariant is maintained since we have not yet processed any
depressions and the stack is empty. When processing a maximal depression
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Figure 3: Illustration of the down sweep. (a) Maximal depressions, sinks and
saddles of a terrain seen from above. (b) The merge tree of the terrain. When
processing maximal depression β, there are three spill events, corresponding to
the three dashed lines: from α1 towards sink u2, from α2 towards sink u2, and
from α3 towards sink u1.

u there are two cases. If u is full, then we pop the volume of the topmost
non-empty ancestor of u from the top of the stack and handle each child of
u in turn. For a child that is a leaf, we output the volume for the child; for
a child that is an internal node, we push the volume to the stack. It is easy
to see that the invariant is then maintained. If u is not full, then we read the
excess volumes for the children of u from the output of the up sweep and pop
the spill events for u from the stack. Assume first that the list of spill events
fits in memory. We determine whether u is partially full or empty by adding
the spill event volumes and the excess volumes of the two children of u (note
that u cannot be full). If the sum V is positive then u is partially full, and by
adding the depression volumes of the children to V we obtain the volume of
water Vu in u. Then for a child that is a leaf we output Vu for the child; for a
child that is an internal node, we push Vu on the stack. It is easy to see that
this maintains the invariant. Otherwise, if V is negative then u is empty and we
split the events for u into a list of events for each child; since the DFS labeling
is contiguous in every subtree, we can determine the relevant child for a given
spill event (λ, Vλ) by comparing λ with the (DFS) labels of the two children.



For each child v we add the sum of the volumes in the list of events for v to
the excess volume of v. Now, if neither child is full, then for a child v that is a
leaf we compute the rain volume of v from the watershed rain volume of v and
the spill event volumes of v and write its rain volume to the output; for a child
that is not a leaf we simply push the spill event list on the stack. Otherwise,
if the excess volume is positive for a child v, then v is full and we know that
the excess volume is negative for the other child w (since u is not partially
full). The excess volume of v will spill over the saddle defining v and w into the
watershed of a sink λ (obtained from the merge tree) in the subtree of w. Thus
we add a new spill event to the spill event list for w. Then, if w is a leaf, we add
its watershed rain volume to its spill event volumes and write its rain volume
in the output; otherwise, we push its spill event list on the stack. Since v is
the topmost non-empty ancestor of all sinks in v, the volume of water in v is
equal to the depression volume of v. Thus if v is a leaf we output its depression
volume; otherwise, we push its depression volume on the stack. Again it is easy
to verify that the invariant is maintained.

When we have processed all internal nodes of the merge tree, then the stack
is empty and it follows from the first part of the invariant that the output is
correct.

Without counting stack operations, the down sweep uses O(Scan(X)) I/Os
since we only scan the merge tree and the output of the up sweep once. It is
easy to realize that when processing a maximal depression (node in the merge
tree) u, there can be at most one spill event for each ancestor of u in the list
of spill events for u on the stack. Thus we perform O(H) stack operations
when processing u, or O(H ·X) events in total during the down sweep requiring
O(Scan(H ·X)) I/Os. In the case that the spill events for u do not fit in memory
as we initially assumed, then we immediately split the events into a list of events
for each child, summing the event volumes for each child as we pop them off
the stack. Thus we can also handle the events in in O(Scan(H ·X)) I/Os when
the events do not fit in memory.

When processing a node u the number of spill events for u on the stack is
not only O(H), but the total number of spill events on the stack for any node
is actually O(H), namely one for each ancestor of u in the merge tree. Thus
the size of the stack is bounded by H at all times. If H < M we can therefore
hold the entire stack in internal memory at all times such that the down sweep
uses only O(Scan(X)) I/Os.

Remark. We can show that our analysis of the total number of stack opera-
tions, and thus the O(Scan(H ·X)) I/O bound, is tight up to a polylogarithmic
factor. Consider a merge tree with k chains of length h each, connected with a
complete balanced binary tree as indicated in Figure 4. The number of leaves of
the tree is X = kh and the height H = h+ log2 k. Suppose that every leaf on a
chain is full, causing a spill event to be sent to the leaf at the end of the chain.
In that case, the number of spill events when processing one of the chains is
1 + 2 + · · ·+ h = Θ(h2), meaning that the total number of stack operations is
Θ(kh2) = Θ(X(H − log k)) = Ω(X(H − logX)).
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Figure 4: Example of a merge tree with k = 4 and h = 5.

2.3 Flooded cells

After having computed the volume of water for each elementary depression
(sink), we can relatively easily compute if a given cell is flooded in the flash flood
event. Recall that if the water volume of an elementary depression containing
the sink u is V , then a cell v in the watershed of u is flooded if and only if the
depression volume of v is smaller than V . Thus to compute the flood mask
grid where flooded cells are marked, we first simultaneously read the depression
volume grid and watershed grid and for each cell produce a tuple (i, j, w, V )
indicating that the cell in row i, column j in the watershed with DFS label
w has depression volume V . Then we sort these N tuples by w. After that
we simultaneously scan the sorted list and the list of elementary depression
(watershed) volumes that is also sorted by DFS label, to produce a list of cells
with flooded cells marked. The list is sorted into grid order to produce the
output flood mask grid. Altogether, this can be done in O(Sort(N)) I/Os.

If we can fit a constant number of grid rows in main memory we can modify
the algorithm and avoid sorting the N tuples by exploiting the fact that the
watersheds in the watershed grid are connected (as in Section 2.1). We first scan
the watershed grid two rows at a time to produce a list of pairs (w, i) indicating
that the watershed with DFS label w occurs for the first time in row i. We can
easily do so since if a watershed occurs in row i but not in row i− 1, then it
occurs for the first time in row i. Then we sort the list of pairs by w. After
that we simultaneously scan the sorted list and the list of elementary depression
(watershed) water volumes, to augment the last list with information about in
which row each elementary depression (watershed) first appears. Finally, we
sort this list and scan it simultaneously with the depression volume grid. Since
the number of distinct watersheds in a row is bounded by the size of the row,
we can make sure that when processing row i, we have the volumes of water for
the watersheds in row i in memory. This way the number of I/Os required to
compute the flood mask grid is reduced to O(Sort(X) + Scan(N)) I/Os in total.

If X < M we can avoid sorting altogether by simply loading the list of
elementary depression (watershed) water volumes into main memory, and then
simultaneously scanning the depression volume grid and the watershed grid
while determining for each cell if it is flooded or not. Thus in this case we can



produce the flood mask in only O(Scan(N)) I/Os.

3 Experiments

In this section, we present an experimental evaluation comparing our algorithm
to the algorithm of Arge et al. [6] under the assumption that X < M (since
the Arge et al. algorithm is not amenable to implementation otherwise). Apart
from implementing our algorithm under the assumption that X < M , we have
also implemented it under the assumptions that H < M and a constant number
of grid rows fit in memory.

3.1 Implementation

The implementation of our algorithm closely follows the description in Section 2.
However, we made some simplifying assumptions in the description that are
not necessarily true in practice, and in Section 3.1.1 we describe how to imple-
ment our algorithm without these assumptions. Furthermore, rather than the
general algorithm for computing the DFS-order of a tree (the merge tree), we
have implemented a simpler algorithm using time-forward processing, which is
described in Section 3.1.2.

3.1.1 Removing Simplifying Assumptions

We will now describe how to avoid making the (simplifying) assumptions that
the merge tree is binary and that all cell heights are distinct.

In the description of our algorithm, we assumed that a saddle cell had
exactly two maximal depressions under it in order to ensure that the merge
tree is binary. However, this is not true in practice (in our experiments, roughly
0.01% of the merge tree nodes have more than two children). We handle this in
a simple way after computing the merge tree using the algorithm of Agarwal
et al. [1], which works without the assumption and computes a merge tree of
maximal degree 4: We simply split each node of the merge tree of k > 2 children
into a chain of k − 1 nodes with two children each. We can easily do so in a
single pass over the tree.

We also assumed that all cell heights are distinct in order to ensure that
all non-sink cells are assigned a flow direction (recall that the flow direction of
a cell u is defined to be the lowest neighbor of u). In practice, terrain models
are often preprocessed to remove small depressions and decrease the number
of sinks, and this process naturally creates flat areas in the model in which all
cells have the same height. To make our algorithm work in practice, we thus
need to be able to assign flow directions on flat areas, where a cell and its 8
neighbors all have the same height, such that water intuitively flows across the
flat area to a cell on the border of the flat area with a lower neighbor. This
problem is often called flow routing, and in our implementation we simply used
a previous routing algorithm of Arge et al. [4] to assign flow directions to flat
areas.



3.1.2 Simpler DFS Relabeling

The DFS relabeling algorithm we implemented uses the fact that when con-
structing the merge tree using the algorithm of Agarwal et al. [1], the nodes in
the tree are labeled in a topological order, such that the label of a node is less
than the label of its parent. Thus, rather than using the somewhat complicated
DFS algorithm by Chiang et al. [9], we can perform the labeling using a simple
up and down sweep, similarly to the algorithm described in Section 2.2. In both
sweeps we use the time-forward processing technique [3, 9] with an I/O-efficient
priority queue. In the up sweep, we compute for each internal node u the
subtree sizes of its two children. We push the subtree size of a node u to its
parent by inserting an element in the priority queue. Since we process the merge
tree in topological order, we are sure that when u is processed, its two children
have already been processed and their subtree sizes are the two top elements
on the priority queue. In the down sweep, we then when processing a node
u with DFS label du compute the labels of children v and w and push them
to v and w using the priority queue. If v and w have subtree sizes nv and nw
then the DFS label of the two nodes are simply dw = du − 1 and dv = dw − nw,
respectively. We push the computed DFS label of v and w on the priority
queue with the topological label of v and w as the key, respectively. Since the
algorithm scans the merge tree twice and uses O(X) priority queue operations,
it uses O(Sort(X)) I/Os in total.

3.2 Experimental setup

In our experiments, we used the publicly available detailed grid terrain model of
Denmark from the Danish Geodata Agency [10] where each grid cell represents
1.6 by 1.6 meter. The grid has 231 250 rows of 287 500 cells each, and the
number of cells in the model that contain data is approximately 16 billion. We
used a model modified to include buildings and where depressions of volume
less than 1m3 were removed (which is customary when modeling flow). The
number of sinks in the model was approximately 25 million and the height of
the merge tree 26 thousand, thus it was very reasonable to assume that X < M .
For flash flood events we used data representing average events seen every 5, 10,
20, 50, 100, 200, 500 and 1000 years, respectively. These events were provided
by the Danish consultancy company COWI, and are a result of a statistical
model based on historical flash flood events. The model divides the country
into 20 regions and defines the rainfall expected to fall within each region in
each of the 8 events. Refer to Figure 5(a).

We used a machine with a 3.40GHz Intel Core i7-3770 processor running
Linux 3.13. The machine had 32GB of main memory, of which 16GB was made
available to the experiments (and the remainder left for background processes
and for the disk buffer cache of the operating system). Ten standard 7200RPM
disk drives were used to store temporary files during experiments.

3.3 Results

To investigate the performance of our algorithm we performed three experiments.
First we ran our implementation of the algorithm of Arge et al. [6] and

the implementation of our algorithm on the 5-year event to see if there is a
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Figure 5: A sample of the output of our algorithm. (a) The flash flood input
from Danish consultancy COWI divides the grid terrain into regions and assigns
an amount of rainfall to each region. The highlighted region receives 31mm
rain in the 5-year event and 61mm rain in the 100-year event. (b) An excerpt of
the result of a 5-year flooding event. (c) An excerpt of the result of a 100-year
flooding event.



significant difference in performance between the two implementations. In this
experiment the running time of the algorithm of Arge et al. [6] was 29 hours 21
minutes, while our algorithm used 29 hours 54 minutes. Thus the running times
of the two algorithms were quite close, with our algorithm using slightly more
time. This can be explained by using the fact that both algorithms require the
watershed grid and the merge tree, and computing these accounts for most of
the I/Os in the implementations since they involve the whole terrain data (and
not just the merge tree). However, our algorithm also needs to DFS relabel the
merge tree and the watershed grid, which also require I/Os since the watershed
grid is large.

To investigate the performance of our algorithm when omitting the com-
putation that is independent of the flash flood event (the preprocessing), we
then performed experiments with the 7 other events. In these experiments, the
average time used by our algorithm on an event was just 1 hour and 18 minutes.
This result shows that it is quite practical to use our algorithm in near-term
flood risk assessment, for instance when a meteorological institute publishes a
forecast of an imminent flash flood event. Refer to Figure 5(b)-(c).

Finally, we repeated the experiments with the 7 events but using an imple-
mentation of our algorithm where we only assumed that H < M and that a
constant number of grid rows fit in memory (and not that X < M). In this
case the events were handled in 1 hour and 54 minutes on the average, that
is, only 36 minutes longer than the algorithm using X < M . Note, however,
that this experiment is not quite realistic since the model we ran on actually
does have X < M . However, it shows that even the algorithm with the less
restrictive assumption is quite efficient in practice.

Overall, we conclude that our algorithms are very efficient in practice even
on very large inputs.
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